Awareness and self-awareness are two different notions related to knowing the environment and itself. In a general context, the mechanism of selfawareness belongs to a class of co-called "self-issues" (self-* or self-star): selfadaptation, self-repairing, self-replication, self-development or self-recovery. The self-* issues are connected in many ways to adaptability and evolvability, to the emergence of behavior and to the controllability of long-term developmental processes [1] . Self-* are either natural properties of several systems, such as self-assembling of molecular networks, or may emerge as a result of homeostatic regulation. Different computational processes, leading to a global optimization, increasing scalability and reliability of collective systems, create such a homeostatic regulation. Moreover, conditions of ecological survival, imposed on such systems, lead to a discrimination between "self" and "non-self" as well as to the emergence of different self-phenomena. There are many profound challenges, such as understanding these mechanisms, or long-term predictability, which have a considerable impact on research in the area of artificial intelligence and intelligent systems.
is comparable to the simplest forms of collective artificial preconsciousness, which is very hard to achieve, especially taking into account the distributed nature of collective systems.
Mechanisms of awareness and self-* properties are of especial interest in multicellular systems. Such systems consist of a large number of cellsmodules, which can be connected to each other or behave independently like a swarm [3] . Multicellular organisms are self-adaptive, self-regulative and self-developing, and are objects of research in such areas as artificial embryology or evolutionary computation, but are also of practical importance due to structural and functional reconfigurabilitry and adaptability. The SYM-BRION and REPLICATOR projects 1 deal with artificial multicellular systems and different processes taking place in such systems [4] . The main focus of these projects is to investigate and develop novel principles of adaptation and evolution for multi-robot organisms based on bio-inspired approaches and modern computing paradigms. Such robot organisms consist of a largescale swarm of robots, which can dock with each other and symbiotically share energy and computational resources within a single artificial-life-form. In addition, the individual robots can be equipped with special tools and share information from remote or specific sensors. When it is advantageous to do so, these swarm robots can dynamically aggregate into one or many symbiotic organisms and collectively interact with the physical world via a variety of sensors and actuators. Mechanisms of awareness and self-awareness in robot organisms are based on bio-inspired and evolutionary paradigms, such as artificial embryogenesis or on-line, on-board embodied evolution. For instance, the organisms are able to autonomously manage their own hardware and software organization, to reprogram themselves without human supervision. In this way, artificial robotic organisms become self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting from both hardware and software perspectives. The mechanisms of awareness and self-awareness can be either evolved, emerged through adaptive self-organization or appear as a result of homeostatic regulation. This leads not only to extremely adaptive, evolve-able and scalable robotic systems, but also enables robot organisms and for new, previously unforeseen, functionality to emerge. The extraordinary potential and capability of autonomous large-scale self-aggregation, reprogramming and evolution would open-up a wide range of current and future applications. One of the main application scenarios of such artificial organisms is human-free environments with a high degree of danger or uncertainty.
